The following persons have been elected to serve as Campus Council Representative for the 2nd Term of the Consolidated USF Student Government on the Tampa campus.

**Tampa:**

1. Okubo Shotaro
2. Sneh Patel
3. Oluchi Nwankwo
4. Melanie Danner
5. Ashley Hedrick
6. Saim Khan
7. Noah Vincent
8. Patricia Acevedo Quintero
9. Dev Tejwani
10. Daria Konovalova
11. Savanna Shepherd
12. Varenyam Rajkumar Joshi
The following persons have been elected to serve as Senators for the 2nd Term of the Consolidated USF Student Government on the Tampa campus.

**Tampa:**

1. Jordan Daley
2. Isabel Arancibia Retes
3. Liza Vimalkumar Jivnani
4. Yash Pagarni
5. Estelle Totolobe
6. Gabrielle Henry
7. Austin Halley
8. Devlyn Pham
9. Akshat Jhalani
10. Jackie Pickering
11. Lan Tran
12. Muhammad Faisal
13. Neha Wasim
14. Omar Abu Nahleh
15. Alexander Rogers
16. Hussein Mansour
17. Michele Olive
18. Omar Zafar
19. Akshat Gupta
20. Nora Amato
21. Emily Rosario
22. Rasha Daas
23. Keitlyn Ho
24. Mackenzie Cameron
25. Truong Tran
26. Goziem Nwafor
27. Justice Powe
28. Nithin Tejpal Reddy Palyam
29. Marc Flores
30. Felipe Monroy
31. Melissa Wong
32. Faizan Saleem
33. Justin Mbuyamba
34. Lara De Vries
35. Marc Dominique
36. Ya’Vaughn Feika
37. Jillian Wilson
38. Lilian Nguyen
40. Alyssa Alexander
41. Amy Pham
42. Alexa Goldblum
43. Claire Cunningham
44. Julia Cunningham
45. Yelizza's Mercedes

The following persons have been elected to serve as Governor/Lt. Governor for the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Term of the Consolidated USF Student Government on the Tampa Campus.

\textbf{Tampa:}

1. Alexis Roberson & Kiara Brooks

The Winner of the Our Shirt is: Design 1

- Students are in favor of Amendment I to the USF SG Constitution
- Students are in favor of Amendment II to the USF SG Constitution
- Students are in favor of Amendment III to the USF SG Constitution
- Students are in favor of Amendment IV to the USF SG Constitution
- Students are in favor of Amendment V to the USF SG Constitution
- Students are in favor of Amendment VI to the USF SG Constitution

On behalf of the Election Rules Commission, we the undersigned do hereby certify the results of the 2021 General Election on Thursday April 08, 2021 for the University of South Florida Tampa Campus. Consequentially, these results are official.

__________________________
Atzin Santiago
Tampa Deputy Supervisor of Elections

__________________________
Farshid Faizee
Tampa Deputy Supervisor of Elections

__________________________
Shemar Mckoy
Supervisor of Elections